
Q1 

Drive 1 

Locked in on Beasley, great throw in tight window gain of 17 (GIF) 

Scans right quick, back left to Beasley. Beasley jammed slightly but didn’t really impact route. Throw 

high and little behind. Defender got a hand on it trailing Beasley (no chance of INT though) 

Scans field, finds Diggs schooling guys. Good throw for 6 

Sold as option play, fakes hand off quick toss to Knox for conversion on 4th and 1 (8 yards) 

Pump fake to freeze EDGE, quick toss to Yeldon (looks designed for exactly this). Gain of 7 

Looking left. Beasley the primary? Bease falls. Pressure pushes Allen right, tosses ball into dirt with no 

one open.  

Fakes handoff, immediately flows right. Brown looks to be blocking right away. Play likely designed for 

Bease. Throws on move, defender gets inside position and Bease saves INT 

Drive 2 

Scans, finds Diggs likely to come open. Perfect throw into tiny window. Diggs hit while catching, dropped 

Pressure comes, Allen sees void in middle, scrambles for 17 

Allen scanning, pressure comes. He keeps moving backwards. Loss of 15 (GIF) 

Good play design for 3rd and 23. Given time, Beasley a good option, John Brown maybe as well. Feliciano 

worked back into Allen. Scrambles. 

Muffed punt, recovered 

Play designed for Knox the whole way. Good play design. Nice pitch and catch for TD 

 

Q2 

Drive 1 

Locked into short throw to Singletary left. Covered well, minimal gain.  

Locked into Diggs left (1:1 with Breeland). Diggs schools Breeland for 6 (suplex play) 

Designed for Singletary short right. BEAUTIFUL play design. Perfect lob to Singletary who drops it 

Quick pressure. No chance to get ball out, intentional grounding. Knox had a shot at a TD (GIF). KC 

brought 7, two free rushers. Allen steps up and there’s a chance (easier said than done).  

Drive 2 

Locked into Brown right side. Double covered, incomplete. Beasley and Diggs likely better options 



3rd and 3. Diggs comes open easily past sticks right side. Allen locked in but bad overthrow.  

Drive 3 

Play designed for Beasley. Allen never looks anywhere else. Brown and Diggs clear that half the field. 

Easy catch, Beasley shakes free (on a BROKEN leg mind you) and gains 14.  

Locked into Yeldon streaking left. Waits a shade longer than he should have and overthrows.  

Stares at Knox waiting for him to come open. Gain of 12 on nice play design. Diggs ready to block on left 

side.  

Good coverage, Josh navigates pocket for about 6 years. Finds Yeldon for big gain (GIF) 

Designed run. Gains 19 

Looks left, then back right for Diggs TD. Well covered. Scampers right. Throws to Knox on sideline. Off 

hands 

Quick hit to Brown for 7. Nice throw and timing.  

Looks right for TD (Brown of Knox). Pressure forces him right, pretty good coverage and runs OOB, 

throwing the ball away first (reviewed play) 

Stares down Knox. Gain of 2 but designed for TD. KC covers really well. Brown, Beasley, and Knox vs. 3 

on left side. Brown/Beasley try to draw two away from Knox so Knox can basically lean into end zone. All 

three swarm Knox and he goes nowhere. Slightly earlier pass would have had a shot. With delay, could 

have lobbed to Brown for easy TD, but split second timing means easier said than done 

 

Q3 

Drive 1 

Locked onto Bease. Bease schools KC, gain of 6 

Multiple easy options over middle for a gain, probably first down. Finds John Brown for 17. Much harder 

thow. Very well timed. Scanning field whole time.  

Scanning, good pressure. Beasley way open crossing middle. Allen hits him in stride. Gain of 23.  

Pump fake left. Turns right to find target and defender in his face. Toss into dirt (perfect response for 

the scenario) 

Quick pressure leads to 9 yard scramble.  

Pressure leads to Allen escaping right. Brown follows well. Ball thrown wide. Sneed called for holding 

elsewhere, bails Bills out (GIF).  

Quick pass designed for Yeldon at right sideline. Gain of 6, well executed 

Looks like designed to roll right with Diggs. Not easy throw but too high for Diggs to bring down in 

endzone corner. Seen the two connect on way harder.  



Drive 2 

Scanning field, has time. Finds Yeldon over middle for 8 

Looking for Diggs deep. Two defenders but both trailing. Underthrow and near pick.  

3rd and 2, quick strike to Diggs for 6 

Looks left, sees Diggs coming across middle. Gain of 10 

Staring down Beasley. Ball tipped. Bease catches it anyway for 6 

Scanning while waiting for play to develop. Darryl Williams loses man. Sack 

Scanning. Avoids a near-sack. Finds Beasley working back to him for 13 (one yard shy of first) 

 

Q4 

Drive from Q3 continues 

4th and 1, McKenzie gains 4 

Looking for Diggs for TD left side deep. Some bumping disrupts route but throw appears too far to 

sideline/little high. Allen’s wind up is late enough where bump may not have been a factor. Razor’s edge 

here.  

Scans field. Pressure comes. Scramble for 18 

Scans field. Nice fake to freeze defense nearby. Throws to Knox in really tight window. Good coverage, 

hits one hand. Probably catchable 

Locked onto Brown. Tight coverage. Ball pops up. Intercepted.  

 

Drive 1 

Miscommunication. Quick toss to Gabriel Davis who is running straight ahead.  

Scanning field. Avoids big hit. Avoids more pressure. Scrambles for 8 

Allen designed run for 11 

Stares down Beasley short left. Good YAC, goes for 9 

Defense is definitely backing off. Finds Knox easily across middle for 11 

Defense still backing off. Easily finds Singletary for 7. Did scan field first.  

Slow burn play. KC rushes four but eventually take Allen down for loss of 10 

Scans. Avoids sack. Scans and runs. Throws across body right side of field to middle and finds Diggs on 

insane throw and catch for 15 



Sells fake. Going to Knox the whole time. Quick pitch right 

Looks center, looks left and finds McKenzie for TD. Low pass where only McKenzie has a shot.  

2pt attempt. Stares at Diggs whole time. Breeland cuts off pass, INT 

Successful onside 

 

Drive 2 

Scans field. Diggs going deep middle. Allen finds him. Pass slightly high but d/t distance still a good 

throw. Good for 34 

Throws left to Davis looking for TD. Route delayed. Overthrown, but likely due to coverage.  

Looking for Davis crossing right to left. Davis has a step. Thrown with defender in face (did get hit after 

throw) and pass high and behind.  

Looking left, looks like for Diggs. Sacked. The skirmish sack.  

Game. Sigh.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


